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Modelling DNA Dynamics,
Self-Assembly, and Computation.
Carsten Svaneborg, Harold Fellermann, and Steen Rasmussen
Center for Fundamental Living Technology,
University of Southern Danmark,
Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark
Aim
Our aim is to understand the statistical mechanics and chemi-
cal kinetics of self-assembly of DNA nano-structures, operations
used in DNA computation, and non-enzymatic DNA replication.
As well as the material properties of hybrids of DNA and soft-
condensed matter. For this reason, we are interested in studying
the hybridization dynamics of DNA molecules.
Coarse-graining
We are interesting in systemic and materials properties rather
than molecular properties. Hence we develop and use coarse-
grained DNA models. We discard details of the electron clouds
(quantum chemistry, left) and the positions of atoms (atomistic
molecular dynamics, center) in favour of minimalistic models
(right) where a single interaction site represents a single or
many nucleotides. These models enables us to invest CPU
time in studying effects of the hybridization dynamics of DNA
molecules, which is of interest to us.
Dynamic Bonding Model
We have build a LAMMPS framework for studying dynamic di-
rectionally bonded DNA models. In these models, hybridization
bonds are introduced and removed dynamically when comple-
mentary DNA beads enter or exit the hybridization reaction ra-
dius. Along with the bond dynamics, we also dynamically intro-
duce and remove angular and dihedral interactions. These inter-
actions model the effect of chemical structure and how it affects
the zippering dynamics when a DNA model molecule melts or
renatures. Our models also utilize directional backbone bonds
to distinguish between 3’ and 5’ ends of a strand. Below are
shown complementary beads and bonds, angular, and dihedral
interactions for a single illustrative DNA conformation.
We are studying Dynamic Bonding DNA models both in
Langevin simulations with an implicit solvent, and in Dissipative-
Particle Dynamics simulations where we use an explicit solvent
to drive self-assembly of surfactant-oil droplets.
Thermodynamics
Simulations of equilibrium between single strands and a
double strands provide the equilibrium constant and hence
the hybridization Gibbs free energy by K = [A][B]
[AB]
and
∆G = −kBT log(K)
DNA Self-assembly
By designing branched structures of DNA single strands, we can
utilizine the complementarity to program the self-assembly of
DNA nano-structures. Below are shown the self-assembly of
tetrahedra and icosahedra:
We can e.g. characterize the hybridization dynamic in terms of
the fraction of hybridized bonds during the self-assembly pro-
cess, this allows us to infer melting temperatures for the struc-
tures.
DNA computation
Below are shown simulations of strand displacement. A 20 bead
long oligomer displaces a 12 bead long oligomer initially hy-
bridized to a template. Strand displacement is one way by which
DNA strands can be used to perform logical operations.
Below is shown the time evolution of hybridization of oligomers
on individual template nucleotides beads. The first simulation
shows a 12 bead long complementary oligomer (red) being dis-
placed by a 20 bead long complementary oligomer (green).
The second simulation is identical to the first, but with differ-
ent random initial conditions. The third simulation is of a 12
bead oligomer (red) competing with a 12+8 oligomer where
the first half is complementary and the second half is non-
complementary (green). The fourth simulation is of competition
with a 10+10 oligomer. The fifth simulation is of competition with
a 8+10 oligomer. The sixth simulation is of competition with a
5+10 oligomer. Also shown is the branch migration point (black).
Non-enzymatic DNA replication
Below is shown a simulation of the hybridization kinetics of
a 0.1 mM solution of two 8-bead long complementary tem-
plates. Analyzing simulations of hybridization and ligation re-
actions (not shown below) allows us to study kinetics of non-
enzymatic template-based DNA replication processes.
Coalescing DNA tagged droplets
We can also apply the dynamic bonded DNA model to study
DNA hybridization dynamics in explicit solvents. Below we show
renderings from DPD simulations of oil/surfactant/water mix-
tures with anchored DNA tags. The simulations show progres-
sive DNA induced adhesion and coalescence between tagged
droplets with complementary sequences.
The surfactant head-tail: blue and bright green, oil: dark green,
ssDNA: complimentary red/yellow, hydrophobic anchor: bright
green, hybridization bonds: magenta.
Conclusion
The dynamic bonding framework allows us to study a class of
DNA models with both implicit or explicit solvent. We are cur-
rently studying the statistical mechanics and chemical kinetics
due to the DNA hybridization dynamics a variety of systems as
shown.
Vision
The long term vision of the Center for Fundamental Living
Technology (FLinT) is to design systems and materials capa-
ble of self-replication by integrating three key functionalities
of living organisms: soft-condensed matter containers, chem-
ical metabolisms, and inheritable information molecules. The
metabolic rate and division process should be controlled by the
information molecules. This provides a genotype-phenotype re-
lationship, which is a prerequisite for enabling evolutionary dy-
namics.
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